Stargazers
Thank you very much for downloading stargazers. As you may know, people have look hundreds times for
their chosen books like this stargazers, but end up in malicious downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of tea in the afternoon, instead they are facing with some
harmful virus inside their computer.
stargazers is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly.
Our digital library spans in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any
of our books like this one.
Kindly say, the stargazers is universally compatible with any devices to read

The Stargazers Barbara Susan Lefever 1997
Stargazers Allan Chapman 2014 A comprehensive history of how the heavens were discovered and mapped,
by the leading astronomers from 1500 onwards Building on the work of the Greek and Arabian astrologers
before him, the idea of a sun-centered universe was proposed by a church lawyer called Nicholas Copernicus.
It was later popularized by Galileo—a fantastic debater whose abrasive style won him many enemies—who
presented new evidence, which suggested that the earth moved. This thorough examination of Galileo
explores both his achievements and influences. It then goes on to trace the impact of his ideas on those who
followed him, including Sir Francis Bacon, Dr. John Wilkins, Dr. Robert Hooke, Sir Isaac Newton, and Rev.
Dr. James Bradley. Chapman investigates the church's role and its intriguing relationship with the astronomers
of the day. The support and involvement of the church meant that research could be undertaken, but at times
the relationship was fractious, leading Galileo to famously declare, “the Bible is to teach us how to go to
Heaven, not how the heavens go.” In 1728, the theory of the moving earth was finally proven by the young
Rev. Dr. James Bradley.
The Stargazer's Guide to the Night Sky Dr. Jason Lisle 2012 "Unless otherwise noted, Scripture quoatations are
from the New King James Version of the Bible."--T.p. verso.
Physics - From Stargazers to Starships David P. Stern 2012-05-08 An introduction to astronomy written with a
historical perspective.
A Kingdom of Stargazers Michael A. Ryan 2012-03-27 Astrology in the Middle Ages was considered a branch
of the magical arts, one informed by Jewish and Muslim scientific knowledge in Muslim Spain. As such it was
deeply troubling to some Church authorities. Using the stars and planets to divine the future ran counter to the
orthodox Christian notion that human beings have free will, and some clerical authorities argued that it almost
certainly entailed the summoning of spiritual forces considered diabolical. We know that occult beliefs and
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practices became widespread in the later Middle Ages, but there is much about the phenomenon that we do
not understand. For instance, how deeply did occult beliefs penetrate courtly culture and what exactly did
those in positions of power hope to gain by interacting with the occult? In A Kingdom of Stargazers, Michael
A. Ryan examines the interest in astrology in the Iberian kingdom of Aragon, where ideas about magic and
the occult were deeply intertwined with notions of power, authority, and providence. Ryan focuses on the
reigns of Pere III (1336–1387) and his sons Joan I (1387–1395) and Martí I (1395–1410). Pere and Joan spent
lavish amounts of money on astrological writings, and astrologers held great sway within their courts. When
Martí I took the throne, however, he was determined to purge Joan’s courtiers and return to religious
orthodoxy. As Ryan shows, the appeal of astrology to those in power was clear: predicting the future through
divination was a valuable tool for addressing the extraordinary problems—political, religious,
demographic—plaguing Europe in the fourteenth century. Meanwhile, the kings' contemporaries within the
noble, ecclesiastical, and mercantile elite had their own reasons for wanting to know what the future held, but
their engagement with the occult was directly related to the amount of power and authority the monarch
exhibited and applied. A Kingdom of Stargazers joins a growing body of scholarship that explores the mixing of
religious and magical ideas in the late Middle Ages.
Stargazers' Almanac: A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets 2023: 2023 Bob Mizon 2022-05-19 A beautiful
illustrated monthly guide to exploring the stars and planets without a telescope.
Stargazers Michèle Dufresne 2005 Spaceboy wants Galaxy Girl to wake up and look at the stars.

Fancy Nancy: Stellar Stargazer! Jane O'Connor 2011-05-24 Fancy Nancy thinks that everything in the sky is
simply stellar, from the sun and the moon to the stars and their constellations (that's a fancy word for the
shapes that stars make!). So nothing could make her happier than a special sleepover under the stars with her
dad and her little sister, JoJo. Together Nancy and JoJo wish on stars, moon bathe, and even eat astronaut ice
cream! But when rain clouds cover up the stars, what's a stellar stargazer to do? Bestselling author and
illustrator of the Fancy Nancy books Jane O'Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser fill Fancy Nancy: Stellar
Stargazer! with celestial facts and sparkling illustrations. Best of all, take the glow-in-the-dark cover outside at
night to launch your own fancy stargazing adventure. Ready? Three . . . two . . . one . . . Blastoff!
The Last Stargazers Emily Levesque 2020-08-04 The story of the people who see beyond the stars—an
astronomy book for adults still spellbound by the night sky. Humans from the earliest civilizations through
today have craned their necks each night, using the stars to orient themselves in the large, strange world
around them. Stargazing is a pursuit that continues to fascinate us: from Copernicus to Carl Sagan, astronomers
throughout history have spent their lives trying to answer the biggest questions in the universe. Now, awardwinning astronomer Emily Levesque shares the stories of modern-day stargazers in this new nonfiction
release, the people willing to adventure across high mountaintops and to some of the most remote corners of
the planet, all in the name of science. From the lonely quiet of midnight stargazing to tall tales of wild bears
loose in the observatory, The Last Stargazers is a love letter to astronomy and an affirmation of the crucial role
that humans can and must play in the future of scientific discovery. In this sweeping work of narrative
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science, Levesque shows how astronomers in this scrappy and evolving field are going beyond the machines to
infuse creativity and passion into the stars and space and inspires us all to peer skyward in pursuit of the
universe's secrets.
Delmarva Stargazers On-line Delmarva Stargazers is an amateur astronomy club that meets in Smyrna,
Delaware. The club holds monthly meetings, seminars, observing nights, star parties, and other events. The
group publishes a monthly newsletter entitled "The Star Gazer News." Membership information is available.
Links to astronomy Web sites are offered.
Stargazers Elizabeth Catlett 2010 Catalog published on the occasion of the exhibition "Stargazers: Elizabeth
Catlett in Conversation with 21 Contemporary Artists" on view at the Bronx Museum of the Arts from
January 27, 2011 through May 29, 2011. Artists featured include: Sanford Biggers, iona rozeal brown, Patty
Chang, Patricia Coffie, Renee Cox, Sam Durant, Lalla Essaydi, Ellen Gallagher and Edgar Claijne, Kalup Linzy,
Kerry James Marshall, Wardell Milan, Wangechi Mutu, Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz, Robert Pruitt, Xaviera
Simmons, Shinique Smith, Hank Willis Thomas, Mickalene Thomas, Roberto Visani and Carrie Mae Weems.

Stargazers Gail Gibbons 1994 Looking at the sky, for children, picture book.
Stargazer's Journal Fiona Patchett 2019-02-07 Perfect for stargazers of all ages, this inspirational journal has
stunning illustrations, intriguing facts and beautifully designed pages with plenty of space for your own notes
and drawings. With links to specially selected websites for tips on identifying the constellations, as well as the
science, history and mythology of the night sky. Illustrations:Full colour throughout

50 Things to see With a Telescope John A. Read 2018-09-25 John A. Read covers everything needed to
identify constellations, planets, stars, galaxies, nebulae and more. Inquisitive stargazers will find planet hunting
and star hopping easy with clearly plotted routes and images of the sky both as seen by the naked eye and
detailed views from a telescope. Many fascinating cosmic objects can be easily spotted with the help of this
book including beautiful Cassiopeia, regal Leo, the plentiful Kemble's Cascade, the explosive Crab Nebula, the
rings of Saturn — even the moon! This easy to read, fully illustrated reference book will enrich every young
person's experience of the skies above.

Astronomy For Beginners: A Young Stargazers Guide To The Universe - Children Explore Outer Space Books
Baby Professor 2017-02-15 Look up the sky and see stars as more than brilliant specks in the night sky. This
educational book will serve as the perfect introduction to astronomy. You can also use it as a complement to
your child’s school lessons and official textbooks. Secure a copy of this book today!

The Stargazers Joseph Cowley 2001-02-04 The planetary observations of the Danish Astronomer Tycho Brahe
(1546-1601) provide the data upon which Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) will later base his famous three laws
accurately describing the revolutions of the planets around the sun. The play's conflict stems not only from
Kepler's urgent need for Tycho's observations to prove his theories, and Tycho's equally urgent desire not to
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share them before he can use them (with Kepler's help) to prove his own, but also from the utterly different
characters of the two men. Kepler is an advocated of the Copernican sun-centered system, Tycho of the
Ptolemaic earth-centered system. Kepler's cunning and seeming weakness are pitted against Tycho's arrogance
and seeming strength. A stake is the glory and fame for one of the greatest discoveries of all time: how the
solar system works. This conflict will keep you on the edge of your seat from first page to last.
The Stargazer's Notebook Paul G. Abel 2013-10-01 This practical astronomy observing notebook is aimed at
'deep sky observers' â?? people who have been inspired by recent television programs, as well as those who
already do it. This is a book for those who know the basics and want to develop and improve their observing
skills. Use The Stargazer's Notebook to help plan what deep sky targets you want to seek out in a particular
session, as well as plan long term goals.Includes over 50 observation forms for making notes and drawings of
what you are seeing and when. In addition, other record pages will help keep track of what equipment you
have (and what you would like to have), what objects you hope to observe, as well as wish lists of observing
locations, books, apps etc. Useful reference information includes a universal time converter, at-a-glance
constellation IAU abbreviations and common names, eye piece equations and seeing and transparency scales,
plus much more. This is the perfect gift for every stargazer.
Dreamers and Stargazers Chris Thorpe 2017-08-30 Dreamers and Stargazers is an imaginative and original
collection of liturgical worship material for the seasons of Advent, Christmas, Epiphany and Candlemas,
offering a wealth of new words and inspiration for a well-trodden time of year. It includes alternative calls to
worship, confessions, intercessions, introductions to the peace and blessings for each season, prayers for lighting
the Advent wreath, and short reflective liturgies on seasonal themes: - Advent: prophetic courage and saying
yes to God - The Incarnation: discovering its reality in everyday life - The New Year: a service to welcome its
arrival - Epiphany: celebrating difference and abundance - Candlemas: reflecting on the wisdom of age It also
offers practical advice on using space, silence and lighting creatively to help people encounter the divine in the
busy Christmas period.
Ian Stargazer Fred Watson 2007 The telescope is literally the world's most far-reaching invention. It can
unlock nature's secrets in the remotest corners of the universe. It is a time machine, allowing us to look billions
of years into the past for answers to some of our most profound questions. In its 400-year history, the telescope
has progressed from a crudely fashioned tube holding a couple of spectacle lenses to colossal structures housed
in space-age cathedrals. The history of the telescope is a rich story of ingenuity and perseverance involving
some of the most colourful figures of the scientific world. It begins in ancient times, gathers momentum
through the Renaissance, with the first recorded telescope bursting onto the scene in the middle of a
diplomatic crisis in seventeenth century Holland, and takes us to the limits of space with the cutting-edge
telescopes of today. Written by Fred Watson, one of Australia's best-loved astronomers, Stargazer brings the
story of the telescope to a general readership for the first time.
Philip's Stargazer Pack North New Philip's 2006-04-01 Philip's Stargazer is an excellent starter pack suitable for
use in the northern hemisphere, containing three essential items to get the beginner started on the fascinating
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hobby of astronomy:Philip's Star Chart: A large attractive wall chart showing the stars and constellations in
three superb colour maps.Philip's Planisphere: A practical starfinder for locating the stars, constellations and
planets visible on any night of the year from the UK, Northern Europe and Canada (51.5 degrees North); the
star map is drawn by the well-known celestial cartographer Wil Tirion.Philip's Guide to the Northern
Constellations: A 32-page beginner's guide to the major stars and constellations visible with the naked eye in
the northern hemisphere, illustrated with simple 'signpost' maps to guide the reader around the night sky, for
each season. Additional highlights include information on our Solar System, as well as facts about comets,
meteors and the Universe. Written by Robin Scagell (Vice-President of Britain's Society for Popular
Astronomy), this is the perfect introduction to the night sky for beginners.
Stargazer Anne Hillerman 2021-04-13 Murder, deception, Navajo tradition, and the stars collide in this
enthralling entry in New York Times bestselling author Anne Hillerman's Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito
series, set amid the beautiful landscape of the American Southwest. What begins as a typical day for Officer
Bernadette Manuelito--serving a bench warrant, dealing with a herd of cattle obstructing traffic, and stumbling
across a crime scene--takes an unexpected twist when she's called to help find an old friend. Years ago, Bernie
and Maya were roommates, but time and Maya's struggles with addiction drove them apart. Now Maya's
brother asks Bernie to find out what happened to his sister. Tracing Maya's whereabouts, Bernie learns that
her old friend had confessed to the murder of her estranged husband, a prominent astronomer. But the details
don't align. Suspicious, Bernie takes a closer look at the case only to find that nothing is as it seems. Uncovering
new information about the astronomer's work leads Bernie to a remote spot on the Navajo Nation and a
calculating killer. The investigation causes an unexpected rift with her husband and new acting boss, Jim
Chee, who's sure Bernie's headed for trouble. While she's caught between present and past, Chee is at a
crossroads of his own. Burdened with new responsibilities he didn't ask for and doesn't want, he must decide
what the future holds for him and act accordingly. Can their mentor Joe Leaphorn--a man also looking at the
past for answers to the future--provide the guidance both Bernie and Chee need? And will the Navajo heroes
that stud the starry sky help them find justice--and the truth they seek?

The Golden Stargazers Genevieve Pefley 2020-03-10 As a thirteen-year-old girl, she has a choice of whether to
risk everything that she has in order to become a Goddess or surrender her dreams instead and watch herself
as she changes into Guardian. The choice is easy as she accepts her new fate while it begins to unravel right in
front of her, separated from her family and friends she struggles with the fear of becoming a failure in the
eyes of her people. As she spirals through towards a new planet away from everything that she once knew.
Shes instantly stripped away from the memories of the life she had once before now she must strive and rise
to the top by completing each trial until she becomes victorious. Then and only then will she be able to return
back to her home planet as a Goddess.
Stargazers John T. Barrett 2017-03-02 You've met the inspiring Barrett family in John T. Barrett's first two
action thrillers, The Chapel and Space Bound. Now follow them for their third journey into the unknown.
Stargazers picks up where Space Bound left off, with Earth establishing a colony on a planet located in a
different galaxy. The logistics of space travel and dangers lurking on the planet aren't the only thing these
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enterprising pioneers have to worry about. An intergalactic civilization called the Slaveks is threatening
Earth's allies, the SATs. Meanwhile, back on Earth, the Barrett children and grandchildren are finding their
own paths in life. Four finds a soul mate and risks his life in a terrorist attack in Panama. Twins Sophia and
Isabel create a project for the science fair that has astounding real-world applications and win appointments to
the US Naval Academy. In action that spans the universe from Colorado to Mexico, from a Russian gulag to the
Lincoln Memorial, from Texas to New World One behind the Milky Way, the Barretts have their hands full
dealing with fiendish terrorist plots, dangerous drug cartels, treacherous aliens, and more. Dive into Stargazers
to find out if they're up to the challenge.

Stargazers Storm Dunlop 2012-12-06 The strong and effective links between amateur and professional
astronomers were brought into prominence at Colloquium 98 of the International Astronomical Union.
Amateur observations of such objects as comets, variable stars and novae serve to complement work done with
expensive instrumentation by professionals. They fill gaps left by big science and often contribute significantly
to astronomical knowledge. The book covers: - historical contributions by amateurs, - observational methods,
problems and instrumentation, - results of amateur observations, - popularization. Overall, an exciting and
enthusiastic account of stargazing, the hobby that can turn into science.
Stargazers and Gravediggers
Stargazers Robert Bonnet 2020-11-13 Robert Bonnet writes this decades-long description of his life as a human
being, including the first years that led him to embrace this profession, and his forty-four years flying as a
commercial pilot. Since our experiences shape us into who we are, this book centers on the human aspect of
pilots’ lives, including family interaction, social challenges and professional growth mingling with one another.
It was precisely during the long absences from his own family and social life that the author turned into
writing as a means of solace, allowing him to focus on remaining safe and professional while admiring the
many wonders this world has to offer. This book explains the highlights and serious challenges pilots have to
face during their professional and personal lives.
The Stargazer's Sister Carrie Brown 2016-12-13 Caroline, known as "Lina" to her family, has always lived in
the shadow of her older brother William Herschel's accomplishments. And yet when William invites Lina to
join him in England to assist in his musical and astronomical pursuits--not to mention to run his bachelor
household--she accepts, finding a new sense of purpose. William may be an obsessive genius, but Lina adores
him, and aids him with the same fervency as a beloved wife. When William decides to marry, however,
Lina's world collapses. As she attempts to rebuild a future, we witness the dawning of an early feminist
consciousness--a woman struggling to find her own place among the stars.
The Stargazer Michele Jaffe 2014-01-07 The midnight shadows of Renaissance Venice conceal intrigue,
romance...and murder. "Combines historical context with lush sensuality and nuanced wit." — Publisher's
Weekly Bianca Salva's love of science has led her to defy the conventions of her day and illicitly practice
medicine among the poor of Venice. She's managed to keep her pass time a secret—until she is discovered over
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the lifeless body of a young courtesan, by the last person she'd ever want to see. Ian Foscari, Conte d'Aosto, is
known for being rich, handsome...and heartless. Finding Bianca over the dead body, he concludes she's the
murderer. Yet for reasons he cannot explain, her protests move him. He offers to give her one week to prove
her innocence, but she'll have to move into his house and be his prisoner. Her other option: the authorities and
certain death. Bianca has no choice but to agree to his maddening terms. She's furious at having to cede her
hard won freedom, and unprepared for the effect of his presence on her, for the longings he awakes in parts of
her body she's only studied in books. As Bianca struggles to focus on finding the killer, Ian fights his own battle
between the undeniable attraction he feels for her and the painful scars of his past. When their mutual
attraction blazes to life, they are both dazzled by it's force. Passion burns through their reserves, teaching them
both to trust again. Love again. But this fragile alliance is soon tested. Lured into a web of scheming and
betrayal, Bianca and Ian find themselves in a race against the clock to save their lives, their hearts, and the city
of Venice itself. "Jaffe...develops a sensual, exciting, and amusing tale, richly embellished with details of
Renaissance life." — Library Journal "Jaffe's characters are intriguing, and the plot's many twists and turns are
wonderfully entertaining." — Booklist
Stargazer Claudia Gray 2009-03-24 The vampire in me was closer to the surface . . . Evernight Academy: an
exclusive boarding school for the most beautiful, dangerous students of all—vampires. Bianca, born to two
vampires, has always been told her destiny is to become one of them. But Bianca fell in love with Lucas—a
vampire hunter sworn to destroy her kind. They were torn apart when his true identity was revealed,
forcing him to flee the school. Although they may be separated, Bianca and Lucas will not give each other up.
She will risk anything for the chance to see him again, even if it means coming face-to-face with the vampire
hunters of Black Cross—or deceiving the powerful vampires of Evernight. Bianca's secrets will force her to
live a life of lies. Yet Bianca isn't the only one keeping secrets. When Evernight is attacked by an evil force
that seems to target her, she discovers the truth she thought she knew is only the beginning. . . .
Mindful Thoughts for Stargazers Mark Westmoquette 2019-07-02 Noticing the wonders of the night skies can
foster a sense of curiosity, awe and deep interconnectedness like nothing else on Earth! Mindful Thoughts for
Stargazers presents a constellation of meditations on how the mysteries of the outer universe connect us all
more deeply to our inner universes. Astronomer and ex-Zen monk Mark Westmoquette explores how
astronomy proves to be an enlightening tool to transformative awareness–through shooting stars, eclipses and
the journey of a photon, we discover how to find meaning and presence here and now.
Stargazers Phil Carradice 2017-02-17 In a Middle-Eastern state, Yaniv plans to follow in his father's soldiering
footsteps - he wants to travel, adventure and respect. So the offer to escort some stargazers on a mysterious
journey seems like a great chance. But his first mission isn't as straightforward as it is expected to be. Along the
way Yaniv meets treachery, violence, danger and royalty, as well as a very attractive young girl. What are
the stargazers really searching for? And who can he really trust?
The Tale Teller Anne Hillerman 2019-04-09 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Legendary Navajo
policeman Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn takes center stage in this riveting atmospheric mystery from New York
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Times bestselling author Anne Hillerman that combines crime, superstition, and tradition and brings the desert
Southwest vividly alive. Joe Leaphorn may have retired from the Tribal Police, but he finds himself kneedeep in a perplexing case involving a priceless artifact—a reminder of a dark time in Navajo history. Joe’s been
hired to find a missing biil, a traditional dress that had been donated to the Navajo Nation. His investigation
takes a sinister turn when the leading suspect dies under mysterious circumstances and Leaphorn himself
receives anonymous warnings to beware—witchcraft is afoot. While the veteran detective is busy working to
untangle his strange case, his former colleague Jim Chee and Officer Bernie Manuelito are collecting evidence
they hope will lead to a cunning criminal behind a rash of burglaries. Their case takes a complicated turn
when Bernie finds a body near a popular running trail. The situation grows more complicated when the death
is ruled a homicide, and the Tribal cops are thrust into a turf battle because the murder involves the FBI. As
Leaphorn, Chee, and Bernie draw closer to solving these crimes, their parallel investigations begin to merge . .
. and offer an unexpected opportunity that opens a new chapter in Bernie’s life.
The Last Stargazers Extended Excerpt Emily Levesque 2020-05-01 Read the EXCLUSIVE extended excerpt of
The Last Stargazers... Humans from the earliest civilizations were spellbound by the night sky—craning their
necks each night, they used the stars to orient themselves in the large, strange world around them. Stargazing
is a pursuit that continues to fascinate us: from Copernicus to Carl Sagan, astronomers throughout history have
spent their lives trying to answer the biggest questions in the universe. Now, award-winning astronomer
Emily Levesque shares the stories of modern-day stargazers, the people willing to adventure across high
mountaintops and to some of the most remote corners of the planet, all in the name of science. From the lonely
quiet of midnight stargazing to tall tales of wild bears loose in the observatory, The Last Stargazers is a love
letter to astronomy and an affirmation of the crucial role that humans can and must play in the future of
scientific discovery. In this sweeping work of narrative science, Levesque shows how astronomers in this
scrappy and evolving field are going beyond the machines to infuse creativity and passion into the stars and
inspires us all to peer skyward in pursuit of the universe's secrets.
Celebrity Worshippers Lynn Ellis McCutcheon 2004-07 Celebrities are treated like modern religious icons
within our media - and entertainment-saturated society. Why? This unprecedented book examines the
historical, psychological, and sociological roots of our culture's fascination with famous personalities. The authors
are a team of interdisciplinary researchers who have launched the only systematic study of the worldwide
phenomenon known as "celebrity worship." They have spent the last four years trying to learn more about
how and why some people become celebrity worshippers. Their work has been published in some of the most
prestigious psychology journals. Now they have summarized and integrated their findings with classic works
on the topic. Written to be accessible to professionals, students, and the general public, this text provides a
thoughtful and provocative analysis of why society feeds upon and reinforces the fantasy of celebrities and
what variables may turn a healthy respect for celebrities into an unhealthy preoccupation.

The First Stargazers James Cornell 1981 Offers a detailed introduction to archaeoastronomy, the study of
ancient monuments as astronomical observatories, using such examples as Stonehenge and Abu Simbel and
interpreting the artwork of the pre-Columbian civilizations
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Seeing in the Dark Timothy Ferris 2002 The author explores how backyard stargazers are changing our
knowledge of the universe, recounts his own experiences, and shares information on some of the more
interesting things that can be seen in space.
Summary of Emily Levesque's The Last Stargazers Everest Media, 2022-07-21T22:59:00Z Please note: This is a
companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 I had learned from our email exchanges
that I would be studying red supergiants. Red supergiants are massive stars with at least eight times as much
mass as our own sun. Because of their large masses, they’ve sped through their stellar lives at breakneck speed,
taking just ten million years to transform from their newborn state to their current state. #2 The most
fundamental property of a telescope is its mirror size, and the largest mirrors have been used to make the
clearest images of distant objects. The most advanced telescopes are built in the high, dry, remote places of the
world. #3 I was excited to visit a professional observatory. I had a mental image of a big telescope perched on a
rock outcropping, but that was about it. I didn’t think about the details of where we would sleep or what we
would eat. #4 I had been enraptured by space since I was a child. In 1986, when Halley’s Comet made its most
recent close flyby of the earth, I decided I wanted to be an astronomer. My brother was already into
astronomy, and he was patient with me.
Stargazers Anne Kane 2018-05-07 Five stargazers defy the odds and find love and adventure as they travel
across the galaxy. Descended from the witches of old Earth, Stargazers are highly sought after, both by
legitimate sources and by pirates who enslave them and use their talents to bend energy to power space ships
and detect people's presences from great distances. Wanton: When Tarik's brother is captured by the
Intergalactic Council, the handsome cyborg realizes he'll need the help of a Stargazer if a rescue mission is to
succeed. But when he kidnaps Krystal, he's torn between rescuing his brother and his growing attraction to
the talented witch. Willful: Born both a Stargazer and Daughter-Heir to the throne of New Zanadles, Jazlyn is
used to a life of pampered luxury. But when the planet runs into financial trouble, her leisurely life is replaced
by a whirlwind of Intergalactic Council intrigues and the lusty attentions of her new employers. Wild: When
Stargazer Anaya plans stows away on a ship belonging to a cynical bounty hunter, Ryland assumes she's a
runaway sex slave and offers her a choice: be returned to her master or stay and serve his every desire.
Wayward: When Abbie is kidnapped, Kat, her twin, boldly offers her services to a very sexy pirate captain in
return for his help. Tore is fascinated by the sexy young Stargazer, but how far is she willing to go to save her
sister? Sinful: Breanne is on a mission is to rescue a fellow Stargazer who fell prey to pirates, and she can't do
that from the brig of Roark's spaceship. When she convinces Roark they should join forces, they find out just
how powerful they can be together. The pirates don't stand a chance against their combined wrath. LR Cafe
Best of 2013 Award Nominee: Best Science Fiction/Futuristic Praise for Wanton "Kane created the new
futuristic world through well-chosen descriptions and subtle inferences to their society and culture which was
very pleasant as I usually find a deluge of (unnecessary) information and concocted terms extremely jarring
and rather annoying. A very promising first story!" -- Auriel, The Romance Studio Praise for Willful "A pirate
attack, intergalactic intrigues, and a series of hilarious secondary characters help to make Stargazers 2: Willful
an entertaining read. The attraction between Jazlyn and Bryce was intense, and the love scenes between the
two almost made my monitor smoke!" --Beth Foster, PNR Reviews Praise for Wild "The love scenes in this
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story sizzle because you see the unspoken passion between them.... You want them to succeed and voice their
love for each other." -- Tiger Lily, Whipped Cream Reviews
Stargazers' Almanac: a Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets Bob Mizon 2021-05-07 A beautiful illustrated
monthly guide to exploring the stars and planets without a telescope.
The Stargazer's Handbook Giles Sparrow 2016-02-23 From the craters of the Moon to the far reaches of Orion,
The Stargazer's Handbook will enable you to explore space without leaving the comforts of Earth. All you
need are a pair of binoculars and a clear night sky to experience the wonders of the universe. This book will
take you on a journey through space, beginning with our own moon and neighboring planets before exploring
the fascinating sights of deep space-from hypergiant suns and stellar nurseries to blazing nebulae and swirling
galaxies. Each star, planet, or constellation is fully illustrated and accompanied by an annotated star map, as well
as close-up images that zoom in on areas of interest. Featuring up-to-date information on the latest scientific
discoveries, monthly sky maps for both northern and southern hemispheres, history and mythology of all 88
constellations and the rationale behind the names of stars and constellations, The Stargazer's Handbook will
fully equip you with the tools to navigate-and understand-the night sky.
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